Dal 1962, ingegneria, impianti, quadri e apparecchiature elettriche
Since 1962, engineering, installations, switchboards and electrical equipments

www.imequadriduestelle.it
The Company is located in Urgnano, Bergamo, 50 km from Milan, on a surface of 25,000 sqm, 16,000 sqm covered.

The Group:

- IME S.P.A.
- IMEQUADRI DUESTELLE SPA
- IMEMONT SRL
- ENNECI SRL
- ROMELECTRICA SRL

- Since 1962
- 40 Mio € turnover
- 180 employees

ISO 14001:2015
ISO 9001:2015
BS OHSAS 18001:2007
The **Switchgear Division** of Imequadri designs and produces: LV switchgears as Power Centers and Motor Control Centers and MV switchboards, as Metal Clad LSC2B-PM class, Metal Enclosed MV LSC2A-PI class with air insulated LBS, Rotobloc Series, and Metal Enclosed LSC2A-PM class, with SF6 insulated LBS, Minibloc-6 Series, as well as Normoduct MV busducts and Prefabricated substations.

The **Equipment Division** projects and manufactures: indoor MV Load Break Switches and Disconnectors (Air or SF6 gas-insulated), fix Circuit breakers and Earthing Switches for panel or wall mounting solutions.

**IMEMONT** performs engineering and HV/MV installation and commissioning of electro-instrumental plants and substations up to 380KV for industries.
Main customers’ list

**UTILIZZATORI FINALI ENERGIA PETROLIFERO**
END USERS ENERGY/OIL&GAS

- A2A
- ACEA
- ADNOC
- AL HOS GAS
- BOROUGE (BOREALIS group)
- EDISON (EDF group)
- ENEL Group
- ENI
- ENIPOWER
- GASCO
- HEKA
- LYONDELL-BASELL
- JSC SALAVAT
- PETROBEL
- QATAR PETROCHEMICALS
- TASNEE PETROCHEMICALS
- TERRA
- TRENITALIA - RFI
- VERBUND

**SETTORE INDUSTRIA**
INDUSTRY SECTOR

- ALENIA AERMACCHI
- ANTIBIOTICOS
- ARVEDI Group
- BASF Italia
- HEINEKEN Italia
- ITALCEMENTI
- NOVELIS group
- PARMALAT (LACTALIS group)
- PHATEON
- PIRELLI
- POLYNT
- SIAD
- SOL INDUSTRIE
- STMicroelectronics
- TAMOIL
- TENARIS group
- UH DENORA (UHDE group)
- VERONESI

**MAIN CONTRACTORS**

- ABB
- AMCS Corporation
- ANER17 HYDRO GmbH
- ANSALDO ENERGIA
- ANSALDO SISTEMI INDUSTRIALI
- CONSOLIDATED CONSTRUCTION COMPANY (CCC)
- FISIA ITALIMPIANTI
- FOSTER WHEELED
- JGC Corporation
- MAIRE-TECNIMONT
- NUOVO PIGNONE
- PETROPAR INTERNATIONAL LLC
- SAIPEM
- SIEMENS
- SK Engineering
- TECHINT
- TECNICAS REUNIDAS
- TERMOKIMIK
Main customers’ list